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Chaotic behaviour which can be observed on a long but finite time-

and

scale only has attracted recent interest, from both theoretical [ 1 ] J 15] and

United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization

experimental [161 -[19] points of view.

This transient chaos is related to

strange invariant objects (Cantor sets) of the phase space, called chaotic
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICS

repellers [8] or, if they are partially attracting, semi-attractors [12] or
almost attractors [13].

On the other hand, Cantor sets (being e.g. supports

of the density of state) have recently been found to play an essential role
in certain localization problems [20] in the dynamics on fractal lattices [21],
in models of amorphous solids [22] and of quasicrystals [23J.

Since these

Cantor sets may be interpreted as chaotic repellers or semi-attractors, the
ESCAPE RATE FROM STRANGE SETS AS AN EIGENVALUE *

investigation of the tatters may be of relevance also for the theory of
disordered systems.
An important characteristic of the dynamics in the vicinity of such
strange sets is the escape rate [7], [8], a,

T. Tel **

repulsion occurs.

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

that measures how fast the

For discrete dynamica! systems, which we shall investigate

here,the definition is the followingpoints in some neighbourhood

r

Let us distribute a large

probability that a randomly chosen point has not yet escaped
steps is denoted by

W .

As

n

number of

of the repeller (semi-attractor).
T

The

after

n

gets large (n •+ •>) one observes, in general,

an exponential decay [6 ]-[8],N1]-[13]:
ABSTRACT
W

"» exp(-an)

,

(1)

n

A new method is applied for calculating the escape rate
from chaotic repellers or semi-attractors, based on the eigenvalue

where

problem of the master equation of discrete dynamical systems.

time behaviour, however, should then be governed by the largest eigenvalue

The

a > 0

is the escape rate (known to be independent of

corresponding eigenfunction is found to be smooth along unstable

1/q = exp(-cO

directions and to be, in general, a fractal measure.

distribution on

Examples of

one and two dimensional maps are investigated.

r).

The long

of the master equation describing the evolution of a probability
r, which has now no non-trivial stable solution (see also [11]).

This eigenvalue develops front the unit eigenvalue associated with the stationary
distribution of a chaotic attractor when the latter ceases to exist and is
replaced by a repeller or semi-attractor as the control parameter is raised.
Our aim is here to illustrate that the concept of the escape rate as an
eigenvalue may provide a rather rapid and simple method for determining
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First, we consider chaotic transients in one-dimensional maps
June 1986

where

f(x)

the repeller.

To be submitted for publication.
'•* On leave of absence from the Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Eotvos University, Budapest, Hungary.

is a single humped function.

f

a.
x1 = f(x),

is then an interval contain-ing

Let us investigate the iteration scheme

(5a)

(2)
(5b)
starting with a smooth positive function
derivative of

f, and

0 < q < 1.

CQ(X)

on

is, in a broad class of maps, a single value of
functions

C (x)

converge

towards a finite

Since

C(x)

f

denotes the

q, q = exp(a), for which the

C(x)

is then indpendent of the initial condition
see [3].)

I", where

According to our numerical studies there

for

C,,(x).

n •+ "».

This

Since

> 1 ,

a.

exists only if

p

tends towards zero.
remains constant.

A non-trivial limit for

n •+ «•

This specifies the eigenvalue to be

C(x)

= txp(-aO =

(For a rigorous proof

(6)

fulfils-the equation
It follows from Eq,C5a) that the convergence to the constant

L

r fx)
(3)

a

2(l)

•* 1 ) .

Our next example is the parabola map defined by
the region

a > 2,

iterates of
it can be considered as an eigenfunction of the Frobenius-Perron equation [24]
associated with the eigenvalue

1/q = exp(-a).

limit solution

is then exponentially fast (with a critical slowing down for a.
1(2)

The quantity

J C(x)dx

is

f(x) = 1 - ax

in

In order to determine the escape rate we considered the

C Q (x) = 1.

An explicit expression for

C n (x)

follows then

from (2) in the form

called the conditionally invariant measure which has been invented and
interpreted by Pianigiani and Yorke (first item of Ref.[3]),
It is worth mentioning

also appears as an eigenvalue of a certain linear equation.

The corresponding

eigenfunction (see Eq.(4) of [14]), which was shown there to yield the

.uere

fn

and

f

respectively.

n

represents the

We treated

q > 1

n

a non-trivial limit solution exists.

or in experiments, is to be distinguished from

C n (x)

i-onttitionaiJ/ invariant measure.

In what follows we show that Eq.(2)J just

iterate of

As long as

monotonously decreases (increases) with

If, however,

q

f

and its inverse,

as a free parameter to be adjusted so that

stationary distribution on the repeller, accessible in numerical simulations
C(x), the density of the

(7)

V)

here that the fractal dimension of the repeller

n

q

is too small (large)

at a fixed

*„

(= 0.5).

is appropriately chosen a convergence is found with an

like Eq.(4) of Ref.[14j, may converge rather rapidly, and this fact makes it

accuracy of less than one percent at the fourth iterate.

useful for practical calculations.

property to obtain a lower (upper) bound for the escape rate as the value
a = log q, where

In order to illustrate the rapid convergence of the procedure with
a simple example we consider the map

interval

where
up.

,, a.~> '1

and
•"'" a,
°i

+ "
a

i"2

< 1

2 < a < 3

q.

Fig.l displays the plot

calculated at

By this way a fast
a

versus

300 different values of

a

a

in the

U

= lCf 3 ).

To find a comparison with the results obtained by means of other

so that a chaotic repeller shows

The evolution of a linear initial function

interval r . say

C 5 (x Q ) - C 6 (x Q ) < e: (C 6 (x Q ) - C 5 (x Q ) > E ) with a small

was first realized when increasing

Error bars typically correspond to the thickness of the curve a(a).

=
x < 0

1

E

algorithm has been found:
x > 0

f(x)

positive

Ue used this

C,.(x) =

(-1,1), can then be followed exactly.

+ &

on an

The result is

methods we applied the present procedure at those special values of
Valso for

et al. [7].

Table I reflects a quantitative agreement.

analysis of the convergence of

-3-

a

a > 3 ) , where the escape rate has been ifetermined by Widom

C (x)

and by going beyond

-4-

By a more detailed
n = 6,

q

could

=

have bnen calculated mort? accurately but this refinement is not tlie subject

q T(U. C )

(12)

of t.he present papnr.
Duo to the rapid convergence of the iteration the eigenfunction C(x)
can be safely approximated by

C,(x) of Eq.(7.>,

function obtained at different values of
shortest, interval covering the
X-

= (1 + (1 f An)

(-1,1)

C(x)

(It. is to be noted that the

repeller is

)/(2a) < 1.)

since for a > 2

outside this rug ion.

a.

Fig,2 shows t.he oigt?n-

(-x*,x*)

All C(x)

x = 1

is snapped

to the region

'

and C(x) is smooth,the argument of

right-hand side, can be set zero for a

T(B) around

x.'.

Starting e.g. with

F, subsequent applications of (12) with

measure again differs from the "natural" invariant measure defined in [14].

C(x) on the

(13)

y -

4/l+bx ,

(8)
where

0 < a,b,c < 1/2

ana

sr, t(l - c) > 1.

the escape along the unstable direct ion,

y.

The latter condition ensures

Although (13) is a piecewise

linear model It seems to reflect the most typical features of chaotic semi-

The requirement, of a finite solution then yields

attractors.
„

The dynamics is given by

Since

and one obtains

„

lead to the

This procedure will be illustrated on a generalized version of the

c,V2M->'l

_

q = exp(a)

( M . ) ' belongs

the Lebesque measure

Note that the conditionally invariant

baker transformation i251 introduced in [14].

This asymptotic form can be easily deduced from Eq.(3),

represents the

The t r^nsLornied c-measure

conditionally invariant measure I 31.

The figure makes it evident that the functions

tend to a finite solution for a -+ *»,

x = + ((I - x'j/at

c
of the semi-attr.-ictor, and T(u- )

action of the dynamics on

on

with

are found to be smooth in

the singularity appearing at

in a neighbourhood r

1/2

(9)

By means of this example,general properties of conditionally

invariant measures can be. studied which have not been discussed in the
literature.

The same result was obtained by means of a different method in [7j.

Curve 4
Starting with the Lebesque measure on th<> unit square

of Fig.2 corresponding to the eigenfunction at

a - 90

leads to a c-measure

distinguish from that corresponding to Eqs.(8) and (9).

and
For maps defined by

f(x) = 1 - a[x| , z > 0

we obtain in a similar

way

q/s

and

q/t

on the strips,

1/2 < x < 1/2+b, 0 < y < 1, respectively.

on strips of width

a V " m , m = 0,l

c-measure of the unit square is t.hsn
exp(a)

-

q

=

(z/2)a 1 / z ,

(x) = C(0)
as the asymptotic results for

(r) Eq.(12)

is, in fact, hard to

(10)

0 < x < a , 0 < y < l

After

n

steps, the c-measure

n is (q/s)m(q/t)n"m.
q n (s

+ t. )

n

The total

. A non-trivial limit

exists only if this quantity remains finite for n •+ ">, from which

(11)

a -->•
follows for the escape rate.

Finally,,we investigate invertible maps of the plane

x 1 = T(x)
The measure obtained for n •+ •> has then a smooth density along

producing chaotic transients.

Now, the eigenvalue problem can be most
the

y

direction, it is, however, a fractal measure [261.

By means of

conveniently formulated in terms of a certain measure, we call c-measure
(the analogue of

j C (x)dx of the one-dimensional case).

of Eq.(2), its evolution is defined by

As an extension

the method used in [25[ one ob
and the information dimension

for the fractal dimension
i26]

d- [27]

of this measure the equations

=1

c\

(IS)
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